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Rice County Summit
Convened; Lunch Served

(Little) Billy Miller Named

Liz Demands Proof of Buns Before Accepting

People Magazine Surprises All But LBM

Aunt Lorraine, sick and tired of lack of visitors, declared

In a surprise announcement, People Magazine named Gulf

“2003’s Sexiest Man Alive”

th

January 13 an official social summit for Liz, Ellen and Jeff.

War veteran (Little) Billy Miller (now known, per his

“It makes my ass tired that it has to be a wedding, funeral

publicist, as “LBM”) their annual “Sexiest Man Alive” for

or parole hearing to see my relatives.”

2003, beating out Mel Gibson, Mike Dapper and Tom

Under promise of a “decent meal,” all of Janer’s known
children gathered dutifully at chez Miller for gossip
mongering, finger pointing, theorizing and pontificating. “I

Cruise. “When you think about it, it was a good choice,”
said father Jack. “His looks, his way with women and his
more “sensitive” side make a helluva package.”

came for the pie,” said Jeff as he wiped his butter-soaked

Embarking on an international goodwill tour, LBM thanked

fingers on his shirt. “I enjoy the finger pointing but nothing

the little people and promised he would be back in the

beats the pie.” Liz, drowsy from her constant sampling,

spring after several USO stops in Kuwait and Afghanistan

smiled at Ellen and gave the ASL sign for “real gravy” and

because he “wanted to bring home one of those Taliban or

retired to the living room for a much-needed nap.

Al-Quida babes just to drive Grandma nuts.”

Miller Family Separated at Birth?

Jack Miller

Joanie Boysen

Florence Miller

Lorrie Lee-Beyl

John Miller

Burt Reynolds

Mary Martin

Minnie Driver

Kate Jackson

Clark Gable
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